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Article 3

Anderson: Prayer under a Pepper Tree: Sixteen Accounts of a Spiritual Manif

prayer under a pepper tree
sixteen accounts of a
spiritual manifestation
records reveal vivid informationfrompersonalpoints
information from personal points of view
byfive
about a spiritual experience shared by
aade in hawaii in 1921
aide
five
lavina fielding anderson
Kay then a forty seven year old apostle
McKay
david OMc
davidomckay
in 1920 21 DavidO
toured the worldwide missions of the church beginning withjapan
with japan
and korea he dedicated the land of china for the preaching of
the gospel visited hawaii returned briefly to salt lake city for the
funeral of president anthon H lund and then continued through
the south pacific australia new zealand india and europe he was
year long tour by hugh J cannon
accompanied on this arduous yearlong
president of liberty stake in salt lake city and a member of the
deseret union sunday school general board of which president
mckay was general superintendent
among the many spiritual manifestations that occurred during
this world tour came a remarkable event during the thirty six hours
they spent on maui president mckay and brother cannon docked
maul at 430 AM february 9 1921
maui
at
atmaui
1921 held a meeting at mission
headquarters in the morning and held another for members in the
evening during the afternoon they visited the sites where hugh J
cannons father george Q cannon had met jonatana
Jon atana H napela
resulting in the first baptism in maui and the organization of the first
branch of the church in hawaii and where george Q cannon had
also received intense spiritual manifestations accompanying the
party were E wesley smith hawaiian mission president and a son
of joseph F smith who had also served as a hawaiian missionary samuel harris hurst jr a missionary of mature years from
idaho who was then president of the central maui conference and
byustudies
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david keola kailimai a hawaiian missionary also of mature years
who owned the little ford in which the party traveled
hughaJ cannon was greatly touched by visiting the sites assohughj
hugh
ciated with his father and on the grounds of the little chapel at
pulphu president mckay felt inspired to offer a prayer of thankspulehu
giving during that prayer all five men were deeply stirred spiritually
and brother kailimai speaking in hawaiian to president smith said
he had seen a vision president mckay after president smith translated brother Kaili
kailimais
mais words did not interpret the vision but
confirmed its divine origins by affirming that the veil was very thin
hugha cannon who had been most profoundly affected during the
hughj
experience testified that at least for him there had been no veil
what was the manifestation called forth by the combination of
faith and filial love of these five church leaders how did the five
experience it and how did they describe it both then and later what
message does it have about the nature of spiritual experience for
readers who learn
leam of it through the more distant witness of the
written record
thanks largely to the kindness of many members of the families
involved 1I have found sixteen separate accounts of this event all but
four of them unpublished this essay examines these accounts in chronological order and in the context of the participants lives as an
exploration of the dynamics of memory faith love and spirituality

samuel harris bursts
hursts account

of the five participants

only david kailimai the man who saw
the vision left no personal account either at the time or later
abigail kahanu kailimai kailimai who is both davids niece and his
daughter in law does not recall an earlier oral version or in fact ever
hearing this experience from elder kailimai however samuel harris
hurst jr kept a daily diary and recorded the event within hours of its
occurrence elder hurst was then thirty six a native of cache valley
lingering death from heart disease
and a widower his wife had died a fingering
shortly before leaving him with a ten year old daughter inez he had
had grave doubts about serving a mission under such circumstances
but had accepted the calling at least partly because of his childs
faith even though he had to sell his farm to pay his expenses
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol33/iss1/3
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his diary and his autobiography written in 1958 breathe a
solid simple faithfulness that is very moving he confesses that being
called to hawaii was quite a test to my faith his patriarchal blessing
had told him he would go to the land of my forefathers which did
not seem to be possible he thought he would be too old to learn

I

1
I had desires to be a good
hawaiian fluently and adds with humility 1
speaker and 1I could not see any development for me if simple natives
were to be my audience he wrestled with his doubts about whether
his call had been inspired all the way to hawaii butwhenhesaw
but when he saw
wesley smith the mission president waiting for him on the dock he
recognized him as the man with whom he had labored as a missionary
in a dream seen two years earlier this dream had occurred a year
before smith had been called as mission president with this
1
elder
recorded
hurst 1I knew that some power other than that of
man was having something to do with it elder hurst also knew that
he would be assigned to some island other than oahu
bahu before
president smith made the assignments
elder hursts
bursts diary for february 8 1921 records the prayer
under the pepper tree in simple prose but eloquent detail

I

1

elder mckay pres smith and cannon elder keola and myself
pulphu where pres geo Q cannon had his wonderful
drove
out to pulehu
experience in the conversion of so many of the natives and the first to
join the church As we sat in the little ford in front of the meeting
house there pres smith related to us the story of how pres cannon in
1850 or 51 had delivered his wonderful discourse in a little church
which then stood on the ground we were then on at this meeting he
appeared to be standing in the air with a hallow of light around his
head at the same time all but three of the over hundred persons there
hugha cannon being a son
present were transfigured
trans figured before him bro hughj
of pres cannon was very deeply effected sic more so than any one
I1 have ever saw before we then alighted from the car and walked
around the grounds at the rear of the old church on the grounds now
in the shade of an old tree elder mckay said brethren 1I feel impressed
that we should render our thanks to the lord for the labors of this great
man and his co
colaborer
laborer pres joseph PF smith whose sons are represented here today at this we bowed in humble reverence in prayer to
god and then 1I listened to one of the grandest prayers it has ever been
fled he saw
my privilege to listen to at its close elder keola testified
test i nned
a hand and arm extended to me in an attitude of shaking hands
in speaking of this later bro mckay said bro keola 1I do not know
the significance of the hand you saw but I1 know this that the veil between us and the other world was very thin bro cannon then said
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there was no veil at all at which the apostle cast a penetrating look
at him for he as well as we seemed to be in doubt as to whether bro
cannon had beheld a vision or not but no more was said at that time
in closing his remarks in a general meeting held at wailuku tonight
elder mckay made mention of this again and with tears in the eyes of
shaping sic on the shoulder
both men he turned to bro cannon and staping
said my brother you have been closer to your father today than you
have ever been before 2

because elder hurst spoke hawaiian he probably heard elder
Kaili
kailimais
mais testimony to president smith as it was uttered neither here
on the very day that the event occurred nor later did elder hurst
speculate on the possible meaning of this experience he simply
Kaili mais words president mckays response and
recorded elder kailimais
the powerful emotional and physical effect the manifestation had
on brother cannon along with brother cannons testimony of the
temporary parting of the veil that separated him from his deceased
father two of elder hursts
bursts daughters confirm that he did not interpret the story in telling it to them in later years one of the daughters cleo hurst bailey comments 1 I have some personal feelings
hughaJ cannon
about it all of those particular people especially hughj
hugh
E wesley smith and my father had ancestors who took part in
opening the islands to missionary work 1I think all of those ancestors
were there and they knew it it was a personal occasion a quiet way
of confirming that it was appropriate that my father be there 3
the ancestor of elder hurst who had assisted in nineteenth
century missionary efforts was his grandfather frederick william
hurst whose diary includes moving accounts of visions inspirational dreams and answered prayers he had been bom
born on the isle
jersey his family then emigrated to new zealand and as a young
of ofjersey
man in the goldfields
gold fields of australia he joined the church with his
younger brother charles clement hurst As a result his angry
mother disowned him and marked his name out of the family bible
on april 27 1855 he and his brother emigrated with seventy two
Tar quinia the ship was leaking so badly by the
saints aboard the tarquinio
tarquinia
time they reached honolulu that after repairs and an attempt to
continue they returned to honolulu where the ship was eventually
condemned fred W contributed all of his savings a thousand
dollars in nuggets sewn into his clothing to send the other members mostly families on to california he accepted a mission call
113
173
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from president silas smith and almost immediately went to molokai
where he served from august 1855 to october 1856 gifted with an
irrepressible cheerfulness he learned hawaiian quickly and met
poverty undaunted often he walked barefoot for a long period
of time food was very scanty on february 8 1856 he recorded
thankfully we had three meals today for the first time for I1 will not
venture to say how long we fasted about three days this week 4
after his mission fred hurst worked his passage to northern
california where he voluntarily served another mission when
he was forty two and living in cache valley with his wife and seven
children he was called to serve another mission this time in
new zealand he responded promptly though his eight year old
daughter died three days before he left and his wife had six month
old twins to care for in addition to five older children in 1892 93 he
worked as a painter on the salt lake temple he also served for many
years as stake sunday school superintendent in cache stake and
served two stake missions 5 throughout many years of poverty
sacrifice and sorrow he maintained a merry heart and strong faith
this was the man whose grandson joined in a prayer of thanksgiving
with the sons of george Q cannon and joseph F smith under the
pulphu and to whose grandson elder kailimai saw
pepper tree at pulehu
extended a hand and arm in the attitude of shaking hands

david 0 mckays early accounts

the next account is president mckays detailed journal of his
world tour which remains unpublished except in excerpts 6 it is
the most comprehensive source ofthe thirty six hours the men spent
on maui the mission history although it records the young apostles
pulehu 7 president mckay
visit does not mention the incident at pulphu
describes their visit to the george Q cannon sites then gives this
account of the prayer under the pepper tree
that we were treading on sacred ground for surely
it seemed to me
the lord was the close companion and guide of that intrepid and faithful
missionary george Q cannon

we offered a united prayer on the ground during which bro keola
seemed to see two men shaking hands he thought hughj
hugha was shaking
hands with elder hurst and was surprised when he opened his eyes to
see brother cannon standing withbowed
with bowed head and closed eyes 1I do not

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol33/iss1/3
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all felt as
ali
ail
know the significance of his manifestation but 1I do know we an
though pres joseph F smith and george Q cannon two of the
intrepid missionaries of early days were well pleased with our visit and
service on that memorable spot 8

there is no indication that president mckay knew that fred W
hurst samuels grandfather was also a former hawaiian missionary
it also seems apparent that he an apostle traveling under authority
of the first presidency was deeply moved by the strong feeling of
approbation he felt from the departed church leaders joseph F
smith and george Q cannon thus over time as president mckay
told his story both his own sense of being affirmed in his apostolic
mission and his intense attachment to and affection for brother
cannon reshaped the experience into greater symmetry and logic

two months later speaking at a conference of missionaries and
members in new zealand he retold the story this time he reported
that the two men in a position of handshaking were president
george Q cannon and brother hurst this experience is also the
only time when the event is attached to a social and doctrinal
message the saints had been the focus of considerable proselyting
zeal from other denominations and hecklers had interrupted that
very session of the conference president mckay reassured the saints
that they were in the true church by telling the story of the prayer
under the pepper tree when he reached the point where brother
cannon with tears in his eyes said there was no veil he ended the
narrative but added this commentary
the testimony of his vision is too sacred to give but let me tell you

my
beloved brethren and sisters his father george Q cannon and
joseph F smith nephew of the prophet joseph who presided over
this church as the divinely authorized successor to the presidency
of this church let me tell you that they live and these men gave
approval of the work now known as mormonism which you brethren
and sisters have embraced

god keep you to it and may you know when wolves have entered
in among you even though they have sheeps
cheeps clothing amen 9

at this point president mckays memory of the narrative was
almost certainly influenced by the strong spiritual sense of hugh J
cannon that his father and president joseph F smith were present
although neither man has left a record of discussing the manifestation

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol33/iss1/3
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they had just spent almost two months at sea and it seems very likely
that their prayers and discourse would have included grateful acknowledgment
knowledgment of this experience among many others that had been
inspirational to them
E

wesley smiths account

by reporting president mckays words hawaiian mission president E wesley smith the son ofofjoseph
joseph F smith andjulina
and julina lambson
smith also testifies indirectly to the presence of his father and
george Q cannon E wesley smith had been born at laie april 211
1886 when his parents spent almost two years there to avoid the
polygamy raids he had served a hawaiian mission 1907 10 was
hawaiian mission president from 1919 to 1923 and would return as
president for a second time during the late 1940s his wife mary S
smith gave birth to their third child donald E smith in january
1920 soon after they reached hawaii
according to donald smith his father told the story of the
prayer under the pepper tree on maui as one of many inspirational hawaiian experiences but no written account was preserved
and due to the passage of time since his death it is not possible
to reconstruct the exact details he emphasized 10 apparently the
only written version that E wesley smith left of this account is that
which appears in the mission presidents annual report for 1921
elders mckay cannon samuel H hurst keola kailimai local
pulphu kula district where pres george Q
and 1I visited the spot in pulehu
cannon had a wonderful manifestation in company with the noble
chief napela while there elder mckay said he felt impressed with a
desire to offer a prayer to the lord in the spirit of thanksgiving for the
privilege they had in being there and for the many souls who had
embraced the gospel we bowed our heads elder mckay being
mouth it was a moment never to be forgotten for indeed the spot
is sacred elder mckay said 1 I feel certain that pres cannon and
pres smith are near for the veil was very thin elder cannon was
deeply impressed and with tears filling his eyes and in a choked voice
said there was no veil

like samuel hurst wesley smith does not comment on whatever he may have experienced or interpret it but rather affirms
the presence of the two missionary fathers and testifies to the
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powerful spiritual experience that brother cannon was having
it seems probable that he sensed the presence of his own father the
mission history is replete with loving references to joseph F smith
and expressions of joy that the son of this beloved missionary was the
current mission president wesley smiths own discourses show a
markedly sweet acceptance of his responsibilities as he followed in
his fathers footsteps and his own years in hawaii brought many
spiritual experiences 12

hugha
hughj
hughJ cannons experience
hugha
hughj
hughJ cannon the son of george Q cannon and sarah jenne
cannon was fifty one years old when he and president mckay
reached hawaii he recorded two brief accounts of the prayer under
the pepper tree one in his personal journal and another in a narrative of the world tour that he prepared for possible publication
his personal journal reads
that 1I was treading on holy ground that the veil between me
and my father was very thin indeed 1I felt that there was no intervening
veil the brethren partook of the same feeling we had prayers under
a tree back of the building and brother keola kailimai says that while
we prayed he saw two men shaking hands he thought 1I was shaking
hands with brother hurst and was surprised when he opened his eyes
to see me standing with my hands at my side 1I do not know the
significance of what he saw but I1 do know that father and president
joseph F smith were there 13
I1 felt

although the date when hugh cannon wrote his narrative is
not known it would have been within the next few years for
the typescript was finished and corrected before his death in 1931
in that narrative hugh cannon explains significant experiences of
his father that had already hallowed this site
where george Q cannon and brother napela preached with such
power that 97 of the 100 people who came to hear them were converted the tradition is that brother cannon was not standing on
the ground on this occasion but was in the air and that a great light
shown sic about him

under a beautiful tree on the lot where this occurred and where
the church now has a neat little chapel the visiting brethren engaged
in prayer it was an occasion which none of them will ever forget
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for they stood almost in the visible presence of celestial beings
in looking back on the trip after the lapse of several years there are
few if any experiences which are more impressive than this 14

although brother cannon withheld the details of that manife
festation
station from the narrative no doubt deeming them too sacred for
publication at that time his journal makes it clear that he felt the
presence of george Q cannon and joseph F smith another detail
about brother cannons experience is reported by samuel harris
hurst in his 1958 autobiography he recalls
elder cannon had related this experience fully to some of my friends
and me several years later and added the following my statement that
there was no veil has led people to ask me if it was true that I1 saw the
savior when 1I was on maui 1I did not see the savior he said neither
did 1I see anyone else but 1I did hear the voice of rayfathervery
my father very distinctly
and he told me several things I1 had been in doubt about 111515

president mckays memory merged the visual detail of the two
men shaking hands which he understood president E wesley smith
to have reported with the unseen presence of the two missionary
fathers and the auditory manifestation of joseph F smith speaking
to his son this merging of aspects of the manifestation was no
doubt intensified for president mckay by his love for hugh cannon
on october 991931
193 1 when president mckay was speaking at hugh J
cannons funeral he told the story of the prayer under the pepper
tree as one of love and approbation from the missionary fathers
george Q cannon and joseph F smith for their sons hugh J
cannon and E wesley smith
in this funeral sermon president mckay with great warmth
called brother cannon a friend none truer none more faithful in
all this world and distinguished for his implicit faith in the gospel
of jesus christ in this context then president mckay retold the
story of the prayer under the pepper tree
we approached the missionary field made almost sacred by the
1I shall never
labors of his father president george Q cannon
forget the emotions that stirred brother cannons heart as we neared
the island on which his father had translated the book of mormon into
the hawaiian language bro cannon told me about some confidences
that his father had given him his son which had never been printed
I1 had never heard them before
on one occasion george Q
cannon crushed and discouraged heard the voice of god

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol33/iss1/3
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after visiting the site we withdrew a short distance under a
pepper tree and there bared our heads in thanksgiving and praise to
god and asked his guidance upon our further travels

havent the time to tell you what happened or what vision came
to brother kaola sic a native missionary but after amen was said
1I opened my eyes and brother wesley smith
a son of president
joseph F smith who was also deeply impressed on that occasion and
others came up and said do you know what brother kaola was just
I1

telling us

no

then he repeated what brother kaola had seen during that prayer
we were silent for a few moments and then I1 said
brother kaola 1I do not know the significance of that vision but
this 1I do know that the veil between us and those intrepid missionaries
president smith george Q cannon and others was very thin
brother cannon who was by my side whispered brother mckay
there was no veil

not to him it just seemed as if he had looked into the other side
and felt the presence of his illustrious father and president smith who
it seemed were sharing the experiences ofthese modem missionaries
in that land those first missionaries loved so well 16

the man who saw the vision david keola kailimai
the next account

of this experience dates from 1936 and
emerges from a visit that president mckay made to hawaii as a
member of the first presidency thus it gives us a glimpse into how
the account had been told among the saints of maui who had
continued contact with david keola kailimai 1711 elder kailimai age
forty eight at the time of this manifestation was born
bom on march 6
Kanaka loloa kailimai he had
1873 to samuel kailimai and kauahi kanakaloloa
1875
a sister emalia three years older and a brother two years younger
william hoapili kailimai the family had been at kahuwa
kahawa near hilo
for at least two generations his parents had been baptized a month
apart in december 1873 and january 1874 his father according to
an 1895 missionary journal had served a local mission and was a
counselor in the presidency of kahuwa
kahawa branch 18
david was baptized at age ten he and his wife martha maka
kamaka kaopuni
kaapuni kailimai were unable to have children so they
kauluwehi
adopted david Ka
born in 1908 who would have been
uluwehi bom
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1993
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four of the participants and friends front row
kailimai charles ako david 0 mckay back row
hugh J cannon annie tripp

left to right david keola
samuel harris hurst jr
ako unknown lady with baby courtesy BYU

hawaii archives
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thirteen at the time of the maui experience this boy married abigail
abbie kahanu kailimai williams daughter and they raised a family
of five the two oldest sons are named castle Ka uluwehi and wesley
keola in obvious commemoration of two beloved friends and
mission presidents castle murphy and E wesley smith 19
in 1913 brother kailimai his wife and five year old david
accompanied the murphy family to utah where they were endowed
and sealed in the salt lake temple the parents were endowed on
october 22 and young david was sealed to them the elder david
was sealed to samuel and kauahi his own parents in 1920 in the
josepa in
hawaiian temple they also spent about three months at losepa
skull valley brother kailimai reported on these experiences at the
mission conference in april 1914 after his return urging obedience
to all of the commandments he served simultaneously in aleamai
branch near hilo from at least 1914 to 1917 as branch president
most of the time with only one counselor as president of its sunday
MIA he had been saving his
school and as first counselor in the MLA
money to return to utah and the temple but after the announcement was made of the temple planned for laie he donated his
savings saying if I1 were called to come here and break rock for the
1120
20
speaking at the mission
temple 1I would be glad to do that 2120
conference in april 1916 at laie he said
last year I1 went to bro woolley and told him I1 was prepared to return
to utah he said go back to your branch wait a while we dont know
what changes will come soon I1 did that and 1I have tried to teach the
saints there the word of wisdom the law of tithing and the other laws
of the gospel
when 1I heard that the temple was to be built in
hawaii I1 rejoiced and from that time until today I1 have raised my voice
in encouraging the people to prepare themselves for that great blessing I1 want to tell you what it cost me to go to zion and return perhaps
some of you are prepared to go we can donate that money and the
blessing will be an eternal one if we spend this money the benefits will
go to others and not to us but if we put it in the temple we will receive
the blessings it cost us about 500 for our trip to utah that does not
include the money we spent for food and other incidentals when 1I left
I1 had 1000 when I1 returned I1 had 3 left 1I returned in 1913 and in
two years 1I had enough money to go again 21

kailimais
mais mission in maui wesley smith called
after brother Kaili
him as third vice president of the polynesian genealogical society
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organized at laie april 3 1921
1921 brother kailimai was serving as
priesthood advisor on the hawaii district council the equivalent of
1934 with his brother william as president
the high council in 1954
the honomu
of
ofthehonomu
honolu branch 22 sister kailimai died in 1933 and he followed june 26 1940
D arthur haycock a missionary in hawaii from 1935 to 1938
and later hawaiian mission president and temple president affirmed
11 I knew david K kailimai very well 1I dont know of a finer more
spiritual man who ever lived he was the most outstanding native
member and leader I1 knew very faithful very active the sort of
2123
1113
23
person through whom the lord could give such an experience 2113
elder hurst described david kailimai in his 1958 autobiography as
a man full of faith and
a very fine elder because of the inspira3124
1124
24
him
that
attended
tion
castle murphy who was a missionary in hawaii from 1909 to
1913 and mission president during the years 1931 36 and 1944 46
praised brother kailimai as one of the most influential leaders and
able speakers in the hawaiian mission so great was our admiration
for this hawaiian chinese leader that when our son was born in
hilo we decided to name him keola after this good man and have
him be voice when the blessing was given castle murphy also
kailimais
mais faith to be healed
recorded several instances of brother Kaili
and his inspired foreknowledge of events 25
because brother kailimai did not leave an account of the prayer
under the pepper tree it is not possible to know what meaning he
gave it or how he regarded it as time passed however a parallel
source exists in the records of his friend jonah patrick pia cockett
whom R lanier britsch characterizes as one of the grand old men
1126
3126
ofmani
ofmaui
maui
maul in 1920 who
of the church 26 he was a forty year old native of
ofpuukolii
puukohi school on
had joined the church in 1902 was principal of
maui at the time of this event and would soon serve missions to kauai
and maui the father of twelve children he was a fisherman and
also for twentyfive
twenty five years county treasurer of maui 27

I

Coc ketts account
jonah patrick pia cocketts
socketts
president mckays diary records that pia cockett offered the
opening prayer at the meeting at wailuku chapel on the night of
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february 8 after the prayer under the pepper tree so brother
cockett would have heard brother cannon and president mckay tell
the story within hours of when it occurred almost certainly
brother cockett would have had many opportunities to hear david
keola kailimai tell the story assuming he did both then and in
subsequent years for pia cockett was fourth vice president in the
genealogical society in which brother kailimai was third although
brother cockett says he recorded the experience in his 1921 notebook only a journal for 1924 50 is in the archives brother cockett
pulphu in both april and july of
refers to brother Kaili
kailimais
mais vision at pulehu
1924 then reports telling the mission conference april 9 1933
spoke in hawaiian and related the vision of D keola kailimai in
pulehu
pulphu related by david 0 mckay on feb 8 1921
1921 where he saw the
hand shaking in form of greeting while david 0 mckay was praying
keola thought it was hugh cannon and elder hurst after the prayer
he told his vision to mckay and he said perhaps the veil was thin
that he had seen thru beyond the veil hugh cannon said there was no
veil he must have seen his father geo Q cannon 28
1I

on
1937
april 25
1957 he records the vision again adding the detail
onapril
251937
that brother cannon had confessed to feeling depressed before this
experience but this manifestation made him the happiest man
he also explained in the 1937 account that president mckay on
his 1936 visit to hawaii had heard him tell the story and had
corrected his impression that it was hugh J cannon and george Q
cannon shaking hands rather it was geo Q cannon and joseph F
19
smith shaking hands and the hands were seen by david kailimai 29
Coc ketts willingness to accept president mckays
brother cocketts
socketts
correction points out that for him the importance of the story lay in
pulehu chapel in all of his versions
its sacralization of the land near pulphu
he calls it that sacred spot and it had sanctified associations for
him not only through the experience of george Q cannon and later
of the five men who met in prayer but also because it was there he
was ordained to the priesthood and met his wife who was not yet
LDS he refers frequently to these events and also records holding
both formal and informal testimony meetings there with missionaries and members of the district council in 1924 1933 and 1943
10
with allusions to at least two earlier meetings 30
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david 0 mckays reenactment
another account has been preserved and it

is by far the best

known since it has been published as part ofthe inspirational stories
of president mckay returning to maui in 1955 as president of the
church president mckay reported and reenacted this experience
pulphu chapel for his party of forty four
on the grounds of the pulehu
he first recounted george Q cannons experiences then recalled
hughaJ cannon E wesley smith samuel harris
the 1921 visit with hughj
hugh
hurst jr and david keola kailimai As president mckay spoke
D arthur haycock then president ofthe hawaiian mission dropped
to one knee put his steno pad on the other and took the account
down in shorthand this account has circulated widely both in
typescript and in its published form
we became very much impressed with the surroundings
association and spiritual significance of the occasion president
mckay remembered he added they felt impressed to offer a prayer
under the old pepper tree that had stood on the site for years president mckay arranged four of the men present as the other individuals
in the original party had stood then continued
I1 offered the prayer we all had our eyes closed and it was a very
inspirational gathering As we started to walk away at the conclusion

of the prayer brother keola kailimai took brother E wesley smith
to the side and very earnestly began talking to him in hawaiian
brother E wesley smith said brother mckay do you know what
brother kailimai has told me 1I answered no brother kailimai
said that while you were praying and we all had our eyes closed he
saw two men who he thought were hugh J cannon and E wesley
smith step out of line in front of us and shake hands with someone and
he wondered why brother cannon and brother smith were shaking
hands while we were praying he opened his eyes and there stood
those two men still in line with their eyes closed just as they had been
he quickly closed his eyes because he knew he had seen a vision

now brother hughj
hugha cannon greatly resembled brother george Q
cannon his father
of course E wesley smith has the smith
attribute just as president joseph fielding smith has it naturally
brother keola kailimai would think that these two men were there
1I said 1 I think it was george Q cannon and joseph F smith two
former missionaries to hawaii whom that spiritual minded man saw

we walked a few steps farther and 1I said brother kailimai

I1 do

not understand the significance of your vision but I1 do know that the
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veil between us and those former missionaries was very thin brother
hugha cannon who was by my side with tears rolling down his
hughj
cheeks said brother mckay there was no veil 31

conclusion
pulphu has much in
prayer under the pepper tree at pulehu
common with what I1 feel is a majority of sacred spiritual experiences
that come to members of the church relatively few personal
experiences are first vision experiences spiritual experiences
received by one but foundational in the testimonies of all members
of the church rather the personal strength support and consolation of spiritual experiences shared in family circles through
the medium of historical records and in ward testimony meetings
are 1I think opportunities for the holy ghost not only to affirm the
truth of the experience as received by the teller but more importantly to awaken a spiritual hunger in each member of the church
to seek such confirmatory experiences for himself or herself during
the research for the account of the prayer under the pepper tree
I1 encountered many tellings
re
retellings
of this story but perceived each retelling as holy it has been a profound privilege to enter as a visitor
into that sacred story
the manifestation under the pepper tree teaches us lessons
about the nature of spiritual experience although all five men stood
in the same spot heard president mckay offer the same words of the
prayer and felt its spiritual impact they experienced the manifestation in different ways none of the written accounts attempts to
provide a formal interpretation even president mckay who shared
the experience with new zealand members to confirm their testimonies of the truthfulness of the church consistently reported that
he did not fully understand its meaning nor do we this narrative
evades tidy explanations it has not become part of the inspirational
lore of the church used to teach lessons of faith and obedience like
mary fieldings resuscitated ox or wilford woodruff reluctantly
leaving his bed to move his wagon
the historical process is a quest for both facts and truth for
the most part it is a process that requires and rewards rationality
yet spiritual experiences are often untidy paradoxical unfolding

the
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their meaning slowly over time as the participants understanding
matures and as other experiences illuminate it these accounts
reinforce and echo each other but do not mirror each other identically much like the accounts in the new testament gospels they
remind us that our human limitations mean we can glimpse portions
of a truth the wholeness ofwhich we will apprehend only later 1I feel
that the prayer under the pepper tree ultimately meant to its five
participants less doctrinal information or specific guidance about a
problem to be solved than an intimate love an affirming peace and
a supernal joy 1I feel this strongly because even as far removed as
1I am 1I have heard those echoes and sensed that touch 1I am deeply
satisfied that the prayer under the pepper tree compels us to puzzle
over its meaning yet still ends in a reverent silence
pulehu chapel on june 991990
my husband son and 1I visited pulphu
1990
and there found stanley and shirley makekau brother makekau a
landscaping contractor was donating his saturday afternoon repairing a faulty sprinkler william kailimai had baptized him and
pia cockett had been a neighbor for many years he confirmed that
the building was no longer used for regular worship services but
was often used for fi resides and other special meetings it is a place
to come to get close very close to the spirit he said adding
when there is a temple on maui it will be here obviously the
pulphu still stand on holy ground
pepper trees of pulehu
thejournal
journal of mormon history an earlier
lavina fielding anderson is editor of the
version of this paper was presented at the annual meeting of the mormon history
hawaii june 1990 and published as prayer under a pepper tree
association laie hawaiijune
five accounts of a spiritual manifestation mormon pacific historical society
proceedings eleventh annual conference held in association with mormon
history association june 10 16 1990 ed ken baldridge laie hawaii brigham
young university hawaii campus 1990 16 53
the author expresses grateful appreciation to david lawrence mckay and
type scripts in their possession
mildred calderwood mckay for permission to use the typescripts
of president mckays 1920 21 tour of world missions to george richards cannon
and alice cannon hicken for sharing material about their father hugh J cannon
to alice barrett smith and donald E smith for interest in this project and assistance with E wesley smith family materials to carol hurst briggs and especially
cleo hurst bailey who generously allowed access to the personal papers and
photographs of samuel harris hurst jr and frederick william hurst to memkailimais
bers of david keola Kaili
mais family who responded to telephone interviews
gerianne momilani
Mo milani lai yuke carr gail pilialoha kailimai kapuni abigail kahanu
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kailimai kailimai and especially larraine hoemi
boemi kailimai carr who also supplied
genealogical information to D arthur haycock for his personal reminiscences
about president mckays 1955 retelling of this event and for his recollections of
lamer britsch for responding generously with bibliodavid keola kailimai to R lanier
graphic assistance to the staff of the LDS historical department archives particularly ronald watt and ronald 0 barney and to mrs leone doxey for searching her
husbands new zealand papers

NOTES
samuel harris hurst memoirs 1958 12 photocopy of mimeograph
in possession of cleo hurst bailey used by permission mimeographed copy in
archives division church historical department the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives used by
permission elder hurst was largely responsible for freeing the maui saints from
kahunas or native priests who sometimes engaged in witchcraft
involvement with kadunas
in addition he was responsible for building two chapels on maui in 1921 one at
kabuki and the other at peahi and also helped construct the kalihi chapel in
kahuki
honolulu on oahu
bahu he and his second wife ida nielsen hurst served a second
hawaiian mission 1952 54
21
samuel harris hurst journal february 8 1921
1921 photocopy of holograph in
possession of cleo hurst bailey used by permission
3
cleo hurst bailey telephone interview february 5 1990 and personal
communication february 8 1990 notes in my possession
41I
frederick william hurst diary compiled by samuel harris hurst and ida
frederickson hurst 1961 ribbon copy of typescript and photocopy of typescript in
possession of cleo hurst bailey used by permission holograph in the LDS church
archives used by permission the diary begins with an autobiographical sketch that
ap 43 66
includes his conversion for incidents from his hawaii mission see pp
5
hurst diary entries for 1857 california 1875 77 new zealand and a
summary epilogue p 209 see also cleo hurst bailey frederick william hurst
australian gold missionary in california paper delivered at the annual meeting of
the mormon history association claremont california may 31 1991
and the hughj
hugha cannon
the mckay journals andthe
he au
author
thorisis currently preparing themckayjournals
the
narrative of the 1921 tour of world missions for publication by the institute for
polynesian studies BYU hawaii in the church in the pacific series under the
general editorship of R lanier britsch
7
A short summary of the visit appears in the hawaiian mission manuscript
3695 LDS church archives used by permismicro fihn of typescript CR
history microfilm
cr3695
sion A separate and slightly fuller account is included in hawaiian mission historical
record book C 1912 22 2880 vol 9 typescript conference minutes ofannual
3695 series 1 11reel
conferences microfilmed as LF 3695series
areel
ireel 1 item 9 LDS church
pulphu
archives used by permission the first account does not mention the visit to pulehu
the second says only in the afternoon places of interest in the central maui
pres cannon
conference were visited in the evening a general service was held
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ofmani
ofmaui
maui
maul and also expressed his great
told of the experiences of his father on the island of
happiness in being able to be present 311 under the date of february 20 1921
1921
but separated by considerable space from the daily entry A few days later in
honolulu elder mckay spoke at some length of his visiting throughout the islands
and of the happiness he had had in goin sic over the ground covered by pres
joseph
presjoseph
F smith and pres george Q cannon 314 letter no 17 4 while elder hugh J
cannon expressed the pleasure he had had in visiting the places that were so dear
to his father 315
8
david 0 mckay journal of world mission tour february 8 1921 typescript ribbon copy from manual typewriter in possession of david lawrence
mckay photocopy in my possession used by permission it is not known exactly
when president mckay wrote this entry but although he would have had little free
time during the visit itself he was known for his habit of taking voluminous notes
in a pocket notebook and some photographs samuel harris hurst took on the
afternoon of the visit show the notebook in president mckays hands A typescript
of the maui entries covers three single spaced pages in addition to president
mckays record of the prayer he records this comment about hugh cannons
address that evening at Wail
uku eloquent and inspirational tribute to his father
wailuku
pres george Q cannons labors on this island maui bore a fervent testimony of the
gospel and ofthe confirmation of this testimony that he had this day on the ground
where his father received such divine inspiration
9
the new zealand mission history reports and details the visit but not
president mckays sermons A separate shorthand account was made by the mission secretary graham H doxey and is cataloged under the name of the mission
president george shepherd taylor report of sermons of elder david 0 mckay
delivered at the annual conference of the new zealand mission of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints held at huntly Wai
kato new zealand april 23rd
waikato
to 25th 1921 mimeograph 8 msd5919 the mimeograph does not include
cannons speech which obviously preceded mckays
Mc Kays president mckay consistently referred to hughj
hughaJ cannon as brother cannon hence his reference to
hugh
president cannon should be read as george Q cannon
loin
smith was eighty four don and another son julian
when president smithwas
in 1970 whenpresident
smithdas
bought some recording equipment for his christmas present with the idea that he
would record some of his experiences they set it up for him and tested it on
christmas afternoon the test tape contains this little conversation now pop what
are you going to do with this he answered god willing im going to the office in
the morning and when 1I get home im going to start on this project he died of a
heart attack that night alice barratt smith telephone conversation june 6 1989
notes in my possession donald E smith telephone conversation february 22
1990 notes in my possession
11
E
esley smith report of mission president hawaiian mission 1921 175
wesley
desley
EW
CR412 LDS church archives used by permission R lanier britsch unto the
cr412
islands of the sea A history of the latter day saints in the pacific salt lake
city deseret book 1986 538 note 1 to chapter 10 cites this source as part of the
missionary financial and statistical report this source is currently closed
to researchers however 1I was allowed to see and take notes from a photocopy
of the page on which this incident was reported
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see for example hawaiian mission mission history march 17 june 29
october 11 and november 27 28 1919 two years earlier during the dedication
of the hawaiian temple the elderly sister who had cared for joseph F smith as a
youthful missionary testified that she had heard him say aloha to her during the
ceremony mission history december 11 1919 also cited in britsch unto the
156 58 speaking at the mission conference at laie william W
islands of the sea 15658
waddoups president of the temple and later of the mission said As I1 was listening to president smith 1I was thinking of his father the man you all love 1I believe
that his spirit is with us today and that his hand has been stretched forth to approve
I1 knew his father he had a heart of a mother filled with love for an
this his son
all
ali
ail
mankind
record of conferences and branches organizations and officers
hawaiian mission compiled october 1914 by 0 P burr LDS church archives
microfilmed as LR
series 1 lreel
2item 2 p 356 used by permission see also an
dreel
lrseries
ireel pitem
unusual spiritual experience before the dedication of the temple elias wesley
smith cain msd5273 LDS church archives
13
hughaJ cannon personal journal 1921 typescript in possession of alice
hughj
hugh
cannon hicken used by permission
14
hugha cannon untitled typescript of world tour mission nd 57 original
hughj
in possession of george richards cannon photocopy in my possession used by
byndrian
by adrian cannon is in the LDS churcharchives
permission A carbon copy donated byadrian
church archives
15
hurst memoirs 12 elder hursts
bursts autobiography is more reticent than his
pulphu
journal he recorded that a manifestation occurred under the pepper tree at pulehu
but gave no details instead referring the reader to the published mckay account in
experiences trom
clare middlemiss comp cherished experiencesfrom
from the writings of president
david 0 mckay 1953 reprinted salt lake city deseret book 1976 50 52
joseph F smith and george Q
which describes the experience as being a vision of ofjoseph
cannon shaking hands with their sons according to elder hursts
bursts daughter
cleo hurst bailey he did not wish to publish even in an autobiography of limited
Kays
circulation an account that differed from president Mc
mckays
16
david 0 mckay remarks at funeral of hugh J cannon 9 oct 1931
granite stake tabernacle salt lake city utah typescript and mimeographed
george richards cannon used by permission
transcript of services in possession of georgerichards
17
why did the vision come to brother kailimai rather than to hugh J cannon
who apparently had the most powerful emotional experience out of the five men
present was it possible that brother kailimai had particularly close ties to either
george Q cannon or joseph F smith brother kailimai would have been thirteen
in 1885 when joseph F smith returned to hawaii for two years twenty eight in
december 1900 when president cannon returned for the jubilee of missionary
work in the islands and forty three in 1915 whenjoseph
when joseph F smith returned for a two
week stay however the mission history and other sources contain no evidence
either confirming a relationship or ruling one out abigail kahanu kailimai kailimai
the daughter in law and niece of david keola kailimai could not recall hearing him
mention knowing either of these two men telephone conversation may 5 1990
notes in my possession
18
family group sheets under the name of kailimai in the family archive family
history library the church ofjesus
ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city copies
of personal family group records provided courtesy oflarraine hoemi
boemi kailimai carr
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these sheets are also the source for the death dates of david and maka kailimai
thomas brimley thomas brimley missionary to the hawaiian islands 1893
1896 may 14 1895 photocopy of typescript prepared in 1977 by bliss J Brin
dley
fley
brindley
brimley
of pleasant grove in family history library salt lake city
19familygroup
family group sheets underthe
the name of kailimai in the family archive family
under
und
erthe
undertie
ffly group records provided
fan effly
history library salt lake city and copies of personal family
courtesy of larraine hoemi
boemi kailimai carr
20
hawaiian mission record book
105 6 hawaiian mission
22 73
1912
191222
75105
73105
record of conferences ap
np
21
hawaiian mission record book C 102
10255
22
hawaiian mission record book C 326 directory of the church ofjesus
jesus
offesus
np released april 1934 45 46
larter day saints hawaiian mission ap
christ oflatter
of latter
copy in family history library 9969k2ha
23 D
arthur haycock telephone conversation february 2 1990 notes in
my possession
24
samuel H hurst memoirs 20
25
castle murphy castle of zion hawaii autobiography and episodes
from the life of castle H murphy missionary to hawaii salt lake city deseret
43 138 39
book 1963 42
4243
4245
obritsch
2britsch
britsch unto the islands of the sea 162
27 jonah patrick pia
cockett diary undated biographical reminiscence
beginning p 1 photocopy of typescript ms
2354 LDS church archives used
ms2354
by permission
21
cockett diary april 9 1933
29
cockett diary april 25 1937
31
cockett diary april 6 and 20 1924 april 9 1933 april 25 1937 and
pres mckay in 1921 typeofpres
april 24 1943 jonah patrick pia cockett visit of
script microfilmed as LR 3695series
3695 series 21 miscellaneous local Records
reel 3box
recordsreel
abox
4 folder 9 and listed with other items in the register as mission and local
histories they are unpaginated and undated however from internal evidence this
particular typescript can be dated between 1947 and 1953 probably 1952 or early
1953 britsch unto the islands of the sea 162 cites this account by cockett as CR
3695 Series abox
3695series
ibox 1 but the LDS church archives thereafter began using a
cataloging system without a series 1
31
middlemiss cherished experiences 50 52 A few days later brother
haycock gave reuben D law first president of the church college of hawaii
a copy ofthe transcript telephone interview
interviewwith
with D arthur haycock january 23
1990 notes in my possession law published this account in founding and early
development of the church college of hawaii st george dixie college press
1972 19 21 britsch also cites this account in unto the islands of the sea 538
note 4 to chapter 10
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